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NEXT MEETING - AGM—Thursday 13th September
Our next meeting will be our AGM on Thursday 13th September at 19:30 in rooms
5/6.
A reminder that Steve has given notice of his resignation from the post of Coordinator so this position will be up for election. Please consider seriously if you
feel able to take on this post. Our Treasurer Gordon Pritt has indicated that he is
prepared to stand again and we are very grateful to him, especially considering his
health problems over this past year. We understand that he is due to have the
other eye's cataract operation soon. We sincerely hope it goes more smoothly
than the first!! Looking forward to see you at the AGM Gordon.
If you would like a topic added to the agenda please let Steve know as soon as
possible He will send out both agenda and the 2011 AGM minutes soon.
Bristol Aero Club will be holding their AGM on Wednesday 5th September so that
will not be a joint meeting.
Our next joint meeting will be Wednesday 3rd October when Dave Hall will tell us
all about his visit to Sun and Fun in the Spring this year.
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LAST MEETING—Bristol Air Traffic Control
Ian Beadle from Bristol ATC came along to talk to us about ‘Flying in the Bristol
Area’ and he also gave us a very informative last minute update on the regulations
regarding the Olympic Airspace.
“Do not hesitate to call Bristol Radar on 125.650—we are there to help” —this is the
message which Ian gave out loud and clear at the very interesting and well
attended meeting.
We are very luck to have such friendly, efficient and helpful Air Traffic Controllers
in our area and to have such a good working relationship with them. Ian
confirmed that they are very willing to try to allow transit through the Bristol
Control Zone so long as you speak to them with enough notice and are able to
accept the level and routing which suits their traffic at the time.
If you would like to download the booklet—’Flying in the Bristol Area’ then click on
this link, it is a very easy to read document written by one of the controllers who
also holds a PPL. The photos of VRPs will assist you to navigate around the
Controlled Airspace if you are flying in the area.
The number of questions and answers at the end of the meeting is an indication
of the level of interest of those present and we are grateful to Ian Beadle for giving
up his own time to come and talk to us and bring the many various information
leaflets which were eagerly taken away.
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Where to go…
Free landing vouchers for Sept in:
Flyer: Fenland, Longside, Netherthorpe, North Coates
Pilot: .Barton, Chilbolton, Coonagh, Lee-on-Solent, Perth, Sturgate

Future Wing meetings

Instrument flying is when
your mind gets a grip on
the fact that there is
vision beyond sight.

October 3rd: Dave Hall—Sun and Fun
November 7th: Graham Clark—AZ Injun Country, Splash with
Crocs in FLA
December 5th: Quiz

US Navy 'Approach'
magazine circa WWII.

CAA News
The CAA frequently issue documents affecting us. Below are links to some which may be relevant to some of our
members/readers:
The link to the online GASIL Safety Leaflet as a PDF is available from the website by clicking here
Temporary Closure of CAA Licensing and Medical Services— owing to the implementation by the UK CAA of the
EASA Regulations 1178/2011 and 290/2012 for Part-FCL and Part-MED on the 17 September 2012, the CAA IT
systems for Licensing and Medical Departments will be upgraded between 13 September - 16 September 2012, to
enable them to issue EASA licences & Certificates. Read the on-line document here
CAP 393 ANO had been amended and can be down-loaded by clicking here. NB this is a very large document…- a
bit of night-time reading!!.
Farnborough LARS (West) Frequency Monitoring SSR Code Following the introduction of the temporary
Farnborough Frequency Monitoring SSR Code, it has been agreed to extend the use of the Farnborough LARS
(West) Frequency Monitoring Code on a trial basis, with a view to permanently establishing such a code. This
follows the successful use of a Farnborough Frequency Monitoring SSR Code during the Olympics period. However,
in order to integrate with the existing SSR Code Allocation Plan the specific code to be used has been changed.
From 1 September 2012 to 1 March 2013, pilots operating in the Farnborough (West) LARS area are encouraged to
select the Farnborough Frequency Monitoring Code (*4572) and monitor the Farnborough (West) LARS frequency,

TB20 Quarter Share available
1/4 share available in G-CORB a 1990
Socata TB20 hangared Gloucestershire EGBJ.
Recent avionics upgrade by RGV to
latest generation Garmin equipment..
Cruise in comfort at 140kts@45lph,
7 hours endurance, good loadcarrying capability.
Friendly and well-run syndicate, good
availability, extended trips encouraged.
IMCr / IR or aspiration to attain either
desirable from a new member.

Full information available on the Flyer
forum at http://forums.flyer.co.uk/viewtopic.php?f=3&t=78258
Or contact Steve Neal whose details are on the first page of this newsletter.
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Picture Quiz
Last picture from Graham with the clue: "Motown, maybe?”
Once again our Quizmaster Trevor Wilcock is the only one to reply to the
picture puzzle with the correct answer:
Stinson SM-1 Detroiter
Maybe the American flag gave him a clue.
Anyway Trevor has offered the following picture to tease you all.
His clue is: It’s British……..

LAA July issue of Light Aviation
If any of you have finished with your July LAA Magazine and wish to give it away, please could you bring it along to the AGM on
13th September and I’ll collect them in for our member, Frank Bond, who is the author of the Project New Special on building
his Trail.

Rally in September at Sywell
Do remember that Ian Tadd has offered to take any member, and their luggage if necessary, to the Sywell Rally on
the Friday (31st August). He has 3 possibly 4 seats empty if, for a share of costs, He’s planning (but open to ideas)
to leave Bristol sometime around 3pm on the Friday and return Sunday evening. Contact Mary for his details.

Skittles Challenge
Many thanks to Ian Tadd who organised the Bristol Aero Club vs LAA Bristol Wing Skittles Challenge
which took take place on Friday 15th June . A very enjoyable evening was had by all and the buffet was
really up to scratch this year. Unfortunately LAA did not come up to the required standard yet again and
a happy group from BAC left the evening feeling very smug. Must do better next time …..
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WHO ARE WE?
A column dedicated to finding out more about who belongs to the Bristol Wing.
This month we talk to : : Tony Niblett

Current Day Job/Past Career
I am a retired Aerospace Project Manager having spent forty years in the
Industry. I started my career as an Electronics Engineer specialising in
flight test data - digital acquisition systems and worked on several projects
including Concorde and Space Shuttle; both are now of course history. As
a founder member of the Electronics and Space Systems Division of
British Aerospace plc (BAe) I undertook work on electrical and electronic
subsystems in support of both communication and scientific spacecraft.
Switching to the main business of BAe Dynamics in Bristol, I joined the
newly formed New Projects Department at Filton and worked on guidance
and navigation systems before becoming a Project Manager having a
passionate interest in naval air defence missile systems. I was appointed
as the head the Project Management Department (New Projects) at Bristol
a short time before a major company reorganisation which effectively
made my position redundant. I returned to BAe Space Systems as a
project manager to work on the European Space Agency’s Solar
Terrestrial Science Programme. Eventually I became the project manager
responsible for the Attitude, Orbit Control and Manoeuvring Subsystems
for the Cluster II scientific spacecraft. After delivery of the last spacecraft
with the completed subsystems, I retired from the aerospace industry.

Why Aviation?
My interest in aviation seems to me to have always been part of who I am. As a very small boy I was fascinated by
aircraft and felt that it must be very exciting fly. I soon became a keen aero modeller; flying models of course and
not plastic kits. Even though I started my career as an Electronics Engineer, I chose to do it in the Aerospace
Industry.

First Flight – in What, Where and When?
It was in an Auster (or it could have been a Taylorcraft) operated by Bristol and Wessex Aeroplane Club from Bristol
Lulsgate Airport that I had my first flight in 1959. The experience firmed my resolve that one day I would learn to fly
and gain a private pilot’s licence. I t was a decade later before I had sufficient income to realise my ambition by
joining Bristol and Wessex Aeroplane Club and I was awarded a PPL in August 1971 with exactly 45 hours Pu/t and
P1 in my logbook.

How long in the Bristol Strut/Wing? :
I have only been a member of the Bristol Wing for about four years. I joined because I had aspirations to becoming
a member of an aircraft owning syndicate and knew that I would find like minded people in the LAA. Regrettably, I
have not managed to join the ranks of the aircraft owning private pilots.

Total Number of Aircraft and Hours Flown :
I am a typical low hours pilot for all the usual reasons. It was not many years after gaining my PPL that marriage,
mortgage and then children, school fees and university costs kept me out of the cockpit. However, I revalidated my
SEP rating in 2006 and now have a total of just over 250 hours in my logbook. Currently, I only fly the Bristol Aero
Club’s PA28s but I have ten aircraft types in my logbook.

Favourite and Worse Type Flown :
Of the limited number of interesting aircraft types that I have flown I think that I would nominate the Chipmunk as my
favourite. remember Andy Sephton saying that if you have flown a Chipmunk you will have some idea of what it is
like to fly a Spitfire; and he should know! I have not flown any really nasty aeroplanes but I have flown a Piper
Caribbean which, as the CFI who flew the familiarisation flight with me warned me (and at the risk of offending any
fans of the type) “handles like a wet sponge”.
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Current Aeroplane(s) :
I don’t own an aeroplane, never have and even though I would like to do so, it is getting a bit late for me to start now.
I am a member of the Bristol Aero Club and fly the PA 28 180 and 151.

Best Aviation Moment and Flight :
I think that the best “moment” in my aviation history was receiving, as a complete surprise, a “Flight of the Year”
award from the flying club for a flying visit to Hanover from Bristol in a Cessna 150 with no navigation aids. The
several flight legs are memorable for various reasons but are perhaps surpassed by another flight to Hanover, this
time in a Cessna 172 which was much better equipped. On that occasion, on the final leg from Ostend to Hanover,
the weather conditions deteriorated rapidly and, in order to remain “clear of cloud and in sight of the surface”, it was
necessary to execute a spiral decent through a hole in the cloud cover and divert to Bremen at low level calling for a
QDM.

Any Aviation Heroes - if so who and why?
I have no “heroes” as such but I admire all those who have distinguished themselves in their contribution to aviation.
Their contribution may have been in the early experimentation in non avian flight, the development of innovative
flying machines or as aviators who showed that they were of the “right stuff”.

Any ‘Hairy’ Aviation Moments - if so – any lessons learnt? :
A close encounter with the trees on the climb-out from RW 24 (grass) at Booker in a Cessna 172 with four POB in
1979 is one hairy moment with lessons learned. The technique I used on the takeoff run was to accelerate the
aircraft flapless (to minimise drag) then lower the flaps as liftoff speed is approached. With the electric flaps on
Cessna aircraft, it is far too easy to inadvertently deploy too much flap and then the aircraft’s climb performance with
four people is not good. By gently steering around the trees I just managed to avoid collecting twigs in the
undercarriage which may have necessitated embarrassing explanations back at Bristol. The lesson learned is “don’t
just think that you have the correct flap setting based on the length of time you held down the switch, Check the
Indicator”.

Aircraft Wish List – to fly or own
It is now unlikely that I will ever own an aircraft but I should like to broaden my experience of flying various aircraft
types. More specifically I should like to try my hand at some of the classic aircraft such as the Auster, Piper Cub and
the Tiger Moth and Chipmunk again. The wish list here is endless with everything from weight shift microlights to
advanced training aircraft. I should also like to experience a hands-on flight in a fast jet before the thought of more
than 2g fills me with horror.

Any Advice for All Pilots
Far be it for me to offer advice for all pilots as most will have much more experience than have I; except perhaps to
say (as in the hairy moment above) “be not complacent”

Ambition:
Apart from my ambition to keep flying for a little longer my current (non aviation) ambition is to complete the
restoration and rebuild of my classic sports car which has been my preoccupation for several years. The motor car
is a Triumph TR3 which was commissioned in 1957 and which I have owned since 1967. The rebuild has been total
from the bare chassis through welding bits of metal together to resemble the original body shell to refitting
refurbished suspension components, hydraulics systems, engine and transmission etc. I anticipate that I shall be
able to start enjoying the fruits of my labour in the spring of next year.

Member’s News
Congratulations to Steve Neale who has gain his IMC Rating and acquired a new stead See Steve’s article on page 8 and also
his advertisement on page 2 for a quarter share in his new aircraft
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Garston Farm to Joigny

Written by Trevor Wilcock

After so many events have been rained off this year, Mary Leader and I were keen to get to the Piel Rally at Joigny,
60nm SE of Paris. The local aero club had arranged for an open day and regional produce/crafts market to coincide
with the rally. The forecast was at last looking good so we planned to set off on the Thursday, after a warm front
had moved through on the Wednesday. 2 sets of camping gear were squeezed into DENS in advance. However the
front lingered; UK reasonable, but rain remaining over Nothern France. Friday - UK good, storms over France. Saturday TAFs looked very hopeful, with just a
PROB30 of morning mist - but we wanted to
get to Joigny before 1430 local, when flypasts
were planned. Up at 0530, no mist at Nailsea
or around Bristol, but at Jct 18 it was barely
possible to see across the roundabout. Fortunately it lifted quickly and we were airborne at
0830; Bristol kindly activated our flight plan.
The mist had lifted into a band of cloud with
limited gaps - a bit low underneath, and a bit
high over the top considering that we were
approaching the dreaded Olympic restrictions.
However there was improvement beyond Popham, and Farnborough were very helpful - and
very quiet; I think we heard three other aircraft.
We routed south of R112, past Goodwood and
Shoreham (also quiet), and coasted out south
of Lydd in clear blue. The French coast was
more overcast, but with good visibility, and we
were cleared mid-channel to report final for 14
at Le Touquet after a 2 hour flight.

Lydd headland and the danger area

A quick turnaround saw us airborne again in less than an hour - still overcast with a chance of showers, but better
conditions forecast for our destination. The first hour was over the flatness of Picardy, past Amiens and turning
south by Soissons, where there was a very heavy shower 1nm to our east, but almost immediately we were back under blue skies over more interesting country, and landed after 2 hours at Joigny on our 1430 target. Of course, as it
was France, lunch was still under way. The attendance was somewhat smaller than the previous Piel rally I attended
(Quiberon 2007) - around 12 Piels, including Emeraudes, Beryls, Saphirs and the diminutive CP80, plus a few other
Piel builders and enthusiasts who came in other aircraft or by road. An Emeraude from the Netherlands was the only other foreign participant.
The proposed fly-past of Piel aircraft didn't take place (lunch took priority), and the Extra which was to give an aerobatic display refused to
start, so we strolled into Joigny for a first look at the town. It's very
pleasant, many half-timbered houses and steeply sloping streets down
to the Yonne river, and is noted for its wines, particularly a Vin Gris. The
streets are connected by many narrow passageways across the slopes,
and there are cellars below the houses - sometimes three storeys deep with interconnecting passages between the cellars so that barrels can
be taken down to the river.
The day finished with pizza, strawberry flan, cheese and of course wine.
The next morning we were given a guided tour of the town, then back
up to the airfield for a barbecue lunch. We had planned to stay until
Monday morning, but things were winding down on Sunday afternoon, so we set off - perfect weather again, but more of a headwind back to Le Touquet for an overnight stop and an excellent meal in a
local seafood restaurant. Monday morning - a continuation of the
good weather and a very pleasant flight back to Garston round R112 as quiet as previously. NOTAMS had warned of increased traffic in the
Four Marks area - where we did indeed see the only other aircraft talking to Farnborough!
8.49 hrs flying in 3 days; DENS behaved impeccably. Many thanks to
local organizer Etienne and his daughter Laura, and to the AéroClub
Les Ailes Joviniennes. Now on to planning for St Omer in September
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The diminutive single seater CAP 80

Pouplume

Flightline
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IMC Training—the beginning…..

Steve Neale tells us what it’s like to train for an IMC Rating

This is my story about getting a IMC rating.
Thousands have gone before me and most
will be far better qualified to explain the
technical aspects of instrument flying than
I. So I will write about the learning process
and what it 'felt like'.
As a VFR pilot I gained a modicum of experience and grew into the RV-9 so that my
senses seemed at one with it, seat of the
pants stuff. Actual control became subliminal like driving a car. Just look and go
there. Eyes scanning the sky and enjoying
the scenery below. Lovely! But clouds
were always a barrier, like they were solid
rock. Something to fly around, often over
them with the RV but never through deliberately. Trips were cancelled.
What I craved was not flying a trip in IMC
as paying for fuel with no view does not
appeal. It was looking at a turbulent cloud
base knowing 1000ft above was often sunny and calm. That and a primeval fear that
I was not mentally equipped to handle a
forced cloud entry to survive if it ever happened. The RV could do it but my skills did
not match the aircraft. Safety and time to think come with altitude.

MF's VFR panel

Punching up through a cloud layer on a drizzly day to pop out above it in sunshine has to be one of the best experiences in flying. I've never experienced it as a passenger without going "WOW".
Initially I started IMCR training in VMC in the RV. Phil Mathews of Cotswold Aero Club would be my instructor for the whole syllabus.
So the gentleman in a red jumper tells me to ignore my trusted senses and wear a visor that means I can't look out of the window
any more. If like me you qualified as a JAR PPL you have already worn a hood briefly during that training. So this was going to
be easy as I was trained to do a 180 under instruments to exit cloud. Of course that was seven years ago but what's the problem with that?
Once in the air, on goes the hood and woaaa! hang on, which way do I bank to get that AI level again? Ah! got it wings level
now but a disapproving finger from the man in red points at the altimeter that is trying to unwind itself from the panel. Pull!!
ooops, over cooked it, now level off and there, its ok.... except that the AI is tilted again. An hour later that's one lesson over, I
am totally knackered and I can't even keep the thing straight and level.
Fast forward a lesson or so and I can fly straight and level having developed something resembling an instrument scan. Any
feelings of smugness soon evaporate when I try and do anything else but my instrument scan. Phil gives me a simple extra task
which is to tune the radio. OK, no problem, 120hrs in the RV, know where it is, know how it works, done it many, many times. I
tune the radio to Brize Zone, easy, look back and we are in a spiral dive. What! This is impossible!
Of course it isn't, it technique and time. I am unlearning old VFR ways and entering the world of procedures.
Let's try to Tune Brize again:
Check scan -- Tune first digit -- check scan -Tune second digit - check scan -- Third, scan, forth, scan -- Better. We didn't plummet.
Phil suggests taking longer to trim the aircraft and that makes a big difference but the RV still seems to want to go play when I
am distracted.
Bad habit 1: Phil spots that when I look away from the scan for some reason I pull left on the stick. He proves this by telling me
to let go of the controls when I look away and the RV just sits there. Well I'm damned! I never knew I did that!
We did some simple tracking simulating a VOR with the GPS but the RV was constrained in what we could really do. It doesn't
have any IFR equipment except the six flight instruments but it was decided I could still work on my Surveillance Radar Approaches (SRAs). This is a tower controlled procedure and the get out of jail free card for an instrument pilot. As long as you
have a working radio a radar controller can get you in. It needs nothing but Gyros, altimeter and compass and all you have to do
is what you are told.
Of course doing what you are told includes a steady progressive descent not a series of plummets and that took a bit of time and
more careful trimming. I like SRAs. There is a something magic about starting miles from the airfield, following a series of instructions then lifting the hood to be presented with the runway right in front of you at just the right height. Perhaps it's just me.
About this time I had to say goodbye to the RV and there was a pause in training while I found more wings. Next time, training
continues in the new aircraft...
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